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BARON BERTRAND DE LASSUS

Midnight and Dawn
On the Summit of the Great Vignemale

(3,298 metres)

On the 11 th of last August, at about half-past ten in the evening, Count
Russell and I were seated on the terrace of the Bellevue grottoes

(2,400m), contemplating the magnificent spectacle of a fine night on the
mountains. All was calm around us. The torrents, diminished by the noc
turnal freezing of the glacier, were scarcely audible. They seemed afraid to
disturb the universal calm into which all nature was hushed. At distant
intervals only a gentle breeze fanned our cheeks with a cool but invigorat
ing breath, and then moaned away amid the rocks. Having arrived at Le
Vignemale on the 7th of August, I had been there already five days, and
norwithstanding the delay of 48 hours in the grotto of the Col de Cerbillonas
(3,200m), nearly at the summit of the peak, occasioned by a gale which
lasted 20 hours, the time had seemed to fly imperceptibly, thanks to the
kind and cordial reception of my equally amiable and illustrious friend.
Never can I thank him sufficiently for the delightful hours which he caused
me to spend in those picturesque villas, and especially the memory of that
night from the 11 th to the 12th August will ever remain indelible in my
mind.

The moon, already on the wane, had hardly risen above Troumouse, and
thus the mount of Secugnat still hid her from our eyes. All the lower portion
was in complete darkness. In striking contrast, the upper terraces of the
Circus of Gavarnie, of which the vast amphitheatre stood out in striking
profile, sparkled in the night. At our feet the valley of Ossoue, buried in a
thick fog, looked like a boundless lake, whilst to the right the gloomy rocks
of Montferrat (3,223m) rose threateningly with those of the little Vignemale
(3,050m), separated from each other by the immense glacier of Ossoue.

Suddenly the moon rose slowly above the crests which until now had
hidden her from us, and silvered gradually with her pale, wan beams the
wild gorges around. Presently, under her influence, a kind of wave agitated
the wreathing clouds which hung over the valleys. The masses of floating
haze melted away, partly by sinking downwards, partly by seeking a higher
stratum, where little by little they disappeared in delicate spirals around
the bare and towering peaks. A few moments later, towards half-past
eleven o'clock, all traces of mist had vanished. Alone the glaciers of
the Vignemale glistened and shone in the tranquil night, so full of poetic
and mysterious grandeur.
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A strange fascination took possession of my whole being. I was seized
with an irresistible desire to reascend the Vignemale. It seemed to me that
at the solemn hour when all was hushed to rest upon earth, that those vast
fields of ice and those rude rocks must present a weird and marvellous
aspect. I augured that a unique spectacle would certainly compensate the
man energetic and bold enough to venture in the dead of night, by the
treacherous moonlight, into the midst of crevasses and seracs (blocks of
ice). In less time than the words take to utter, all these pictures had passed
before my mind's eye, and five minutes later my resolution was taken.

"I am going to attempt a nocturnal ascent to the Great Vignemale," I
exclaimed to Count Russell, who, silent and absorbed in deep thought,
was equally fascinated with myself by the scene unfolded before us.

His only reply was a pressure of my hand and a smile, for he fully entered
into my feelings, who has ever so passionately loved the mountains and
written with so much poetic sensibility about them. Like me, he was under
the charm that never fails to make itself felt by such scenes on the hearts of
those whom Providence has endowed with the inestimable gift of appre
ciating them.

He said simply, "A grand idea, better start immediately. I rejoice already
at the prospect of the wonders which await you on those heights, and which
no human eye has hitherto witnessed. You will be the first who will have
completely traversed at midnight the whole glacier of the Great Vignemale."

"I am resolved to go. I shall await midnight, so that leaves twenty min
utes to wait."

"Then we have time to prepare some punch to drink to the success of our
splendid enterprise," observed my excellent friend, calling Haurine, his
guide, who at the Vignemale is equally competent as butler and cook.

Whilst the punch was smoking I awoke Henri Passet, the faithful com
panion of all my great excursions in the Pyrenees, and also one of our
porters. The preparations were soon made, and in ten minutes we were
all assembled round the boiling punch. All did honour to the toast to the
success of my expedition, and precisely as the hands of my watch pointed
to 12 o'clock, I shook hands for the last time with Count Russell, and set
off with my two men. The moraine which extends above the grotto was
quickly traversed, and a quarter of an hour afterwards we reached the foot
of the glacier. .

How shall I attempt to give the faintest idea of the indescribable scene
of such a place, and at such an hour? How put into words the impressions
felt at such moments? Could one not say with Chausenque: "Who could
complain of fatigue and privations in presence of such a panorama? But,
what words could never express, what is felt but could not be described, is
the enchantment of those magic scenes in the calm of night. How they
subjugate all the faculties, and what moments they offer for meditation!
The mind seems instinctively to grow great and noble, and, in a manner
which I cannot explain, to be raised above humanity. Its views expand,
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and in the midst of that awful silence one fancies one hears the voice of
nature and listens to her secrets."

It was with these feelings, after having contemplated for a few moments
the immense sheet of ice, which, "pale and spectral, resembled a river of
silver, or mercury petrified by the cold"l, that I began to cross the glacier.
At the lower part innumerable small crevasses crossed each other in all
directions. But at the spot I allude to the incline is very gradual, and the
crevasses become so narrow that they can be crossed without difficulty.
The start once fairly made, I soon found myself on that ascent of immeas
urable snow, which is bordered on the east by numerous formidable seracs,
on the north by widely-yawning crevasses.

The men and I walked slowly on, advancing cautiously, all impressed
with the strangeness of the place and the solitude which made itself felt on
all sides. The ascent was, however, rendered easier by a recent fall of snow,
which the cold of night had hardened, and which yielded sufficiently to
our nailed shoes without sinking into the snow. Presently, bearing to the
left, we reached in a few moments the line of seracs which we had to follow
to avoid the crevasses which, beginning at the Petit Vignemale, wind in a
slanting direction on the glacier, where they disappeared to our right at a
distance of about 10 or 15 metres. Then, beyond, they extend to incalcul
able depths under the frozen coats of snow that we were treading, and
which was certainly nought save an uninterrupted series of snow bridges
frozen together.

It is difficult to convey to those who have not seen it, the striking, and one
might even say supernatural, effects which the sight of all these blocks of
ice, heaped one upon the other, offers to the imagination, when one wanders
among them by the light of the moon. Leaning the one toward the other,
sometimes in groups, sometimes alone, wrapped in their icy shrouds, the
seracs looked like phantom giants, defining more or less their vague outline
in the half light and half darkness of that calm night. One of them especially,
higher than its companions, was forked towards the top, its two far-stretching
arms, distorted and twisted, strengthened the illusion of its being a colossal
spectre concealing its skeleton beneath a winding-sheet of ice. And this
picture, now vividly illuminated by the moon, now plunged into deepest
shadow, seemed to be, in this truly infernal surrounding, a gigantic dance
of death struck with immobility in the midst of its most fantastic sports.

But as we ascend the scene changes. Ghosts or gnomes no longer rise
up before me, but one could imagine one gazed upon a ruined city 
Herculaneum or Pompeii - reanimated. What more graceful and pictur
esque than these half-demolished vaults, as though an earthquake had
shaken their foundations, than these broken pillars, than these long ave
nues formed by monuments of fantastic and inexplicable architecture,
than these remains of half-hidden passages through which the moonbeams
play and are reflected as in a mirror? With such grand beauties unrolled
before the eyes in all the terrific splendour of their nature, one could almost
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believe oneself the plaything of a dream. Such are, however, the marvels
which may be witnessed on the Vignemale, on a fine summer night, by the
electrified mountaineer.

But soon we quitted this gigantic chaos of ice, ancient as the world, and
destined to last as long; and, continually ascending, we reach at last the
great crevasses in the heart of the glacier, a vast labyrinth of unfathomable
abysses, which obstruct the way and oblige us to proceed with the greatest
caution. Sometimes it is over a frail snow bridge, a very few inches thick,
that, one by one, in silence, with measured steps, and avoiding the slightest
jerk for fear of shaking the frail, thin, and narrow coat of ice, we pass over
these yawning precipices deep down in which the moon was reflected.
Sometimes the crevasse is narrower, and we bound over, after having as far
as possible ascertained that the edges are safe. Now and then we are stopped
by a wide and deep fissure with perpendicular and shining sides. Then we
have to take a zigzag path through these quagmires of snow.

In the daytime it would be child's play. At night, even by moonlight one
feels just at ease. The passage once found, it must be thoroughly exam
ined, considered, and sounded, and then the advance must be made with
as much caution as before.

Here I must pause to express my admiration of the remarkable instinct
and sangfroid of my guide, Henri Passet. Uniting the sure eye of the moun
taineer to the constant habit of ascents and a perfect acquaintance with all
the glaciers of the Pyrenees, he walked among the crevasses of the Vignemale
without the slightest hesitation. Even in the dead of night one felt that in
those scenes he was quite at home. Thus we passed quickly out of that
perplexing region. It only remained to overcome the difficulty of the vast
opening situated a little further than the others, and known as the "Grande
Crevasse".

This gigantic fissure commences near the base of the Small Vignemale,
and, completely dividing the glacier, terminates at the walls of Montferrat.
It is a perfect sheet of ice, but in the month of August it can be crossed
without difficulty by means of a snow bridge. This latter obstacle sur
mounted, little by little we reach the great "Neves" which clothe the upper
part of the glacier. Here all danger is at an end. Here no more treacherous
crevasses to fear, nor seracs of which you apprehend the fall. The frosty
ground on which you tread is smooth and even, except a few undulations
very like enormous frozen waves.

It is not yet two o'clock when I reach the large plateau of snow whence
the great peaks of Montferrat (3,280m), of Cerbillonas (3,246m), of Clot
de la Hount (3,280m), as also the Great and the Small Vignemale, emerge
in proud majesty. Strange, indeed, must have been the sight of three men
walking silently one after the other through those deserts of snow, where
the moon shone clear. All was tranquil in the atmosphere, the cold breeze
had ceased, and in this truly polar landscape the dull sound of our footsteps
on the crisp snow was alone audible.
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At two o'clock I got to the Col de Cerbillonas C3,200m), the vast natural
terrace that stretches between France and Spain. I had crossed that spot a
few days before in a heavy snowstorm, during which the flashes of forked
lightning had been near enough to be dangerous. What a contrast to the
grand calm of this cloudless night! Before me, on the west, is illimitable
space, and behind the vast chasm I perceive the blue misty outline of
innumerable mountains. But I do not remain long at this splendid natural
observatory, for that is not the aim of my journey. I must mount higher.
Thus I hasten to regain the glacier, directing my steps northward to ascend
as quickly as possible to the last cone of rocks which form the summit of
La Pique Longue. In passing I salute the charming Grotte des Dames,
appreciated by all who have had the occasion and pleasure of availing
themselves of it. There I had passed two excellent nights, and, owing to
the generous provider of this picturesque shelter, I was able to stay at an
altitude of 3,205 metres without ever suffering from the cold or the in
clemency of the outer air. Therefore one of my most ardent desires is to be
able to revisit frequently this aerial abode. My happiness would be crowned
had I the good fortune to spend a few of those memorable hours in this
literal eagle's nest with its amiable owner.

From the Grotte des Dames, the ascent to Vignemale is merely a twenty
minutes' walk, for the top of the peak is only 95 metres higher. I reached
the base of the cliff which rises directly to the summit, where we quit the
glacier. When this excursion is made by moonlight, it becomes more diffi
cult by reason of the clearness of the moon. Her flickering light is inter
cepted by the person of the climber, whose shadow is projected in front on
these slopes, which are almost perpendicular and covered with loose stones.
Nevertheless, a quarter of an hour later my men and I were resting in "Le
Paradis", for such is the name Count Russell has given to this seventh grotto,
lately hewn out by his order, at what may be called the summit of the
Vignemale. It has not been called "Paradise" because Eves will be there,
"but on account of its great altitude C3,280m), of its proximity to heaven,
and of the supernatural ideas inspired by the almost infinite expanse of
view in which the spectator revels there. From the crest of the Alps, the
lowland is scarcely visible; but from this lofty region the expanse reaches
far enough to form half an empire."!

"Did heaven wish to reward my efforts," adds the same author, "to console
me for the loss of my three first grottoes, which disappeared under the
glacier, owing to an extraordinary agglomeration of snow in that place? In
any case, scarcely had I inaugurated the Paradise, on the 7th of August,
than I perceived the little Grotte des Dames, peering from beneath the snow
where it had been buried for five years."2

It is the Grotte des Dames of which I have already spoken, the shelter
which had been so invaluable to me some few days before, during my stay
of forty-eight hours at nearly the summit of the Vignemale. The Paradise
is sure never to be overwhelmed, for where it is situated snow never lasts,
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even in winter, and in no case could the glacier reach it. "Let the name not
alarm," says the lawful owner of the seventh grotto of Vignemale. "It is
not necessary to be an angel to enter it ... it would remain too long vacant.
Besides, Paradise has been made for all: it has no door, you simply walk
in."J

It was in the Paradise, in some sort at the top of the peak, that I had
resolved to spend the remainder of the night and to await the dawn. It was
two o'clock when I entered the grotto. Here three days before, thanks to
the very cordial permission of the proprietor, who was charmed with my
idea, and to the energy and goodwill of two priests, the Rev. Father
Pascal Carere, chaplain of Heas, and M.l'abbe Heche, cure of Gedre, both
well known far around for their self-sacrificing charity, I caused two masses
to be celebrated on the summit of the French Pyrenees to inaugurate this
novel shelter. It was a most touching ceremony, unique in the history of
Europe, and considering the sublime simplicity of the temple, it possessed
a majesty which the pomp of our finest cathedral could not equal. It was
in some measure the realisation of "the magnificent thought expressed by
the poet in the well-known lines.

Voila la sacrifice immense, universel!
L'univers est le temple et la terre l'autel;
Les cieux en sont le dome; et ces astres sans nombre,
Ces feux demi-voiles, pale ornement de l'ombre,
Dans la voiite d'azur avec ordre semes,
Sont les sacres flambeaux pour ce temple alIumes.
Et ces nuages purs qu 'un jour naissant colore,
Et qu'un souffle leger, du couchant a l'aurore,
Dans les plaines de l'air repliant molIement,
Roule en flocons de pourpre aux bords du firmament,
Sont les flots de l'encens qui monte et s'evapore
Jusqu'au trone du Dieu que la Nature adore.4

Being in Paradise, it is easy to understand that I never for a moment
thought of sleeping. Under the influence of the excitement caused by the
wonders I had just seen, and by the incomparable panorama which was
spread out below, silvered by the pale star of night, I was especially awed
by the strange, universal, and absolute silence which reigned in those
solitudes of snow and rocks. He who has never felt the emotion caused by
this absolute suspension of all sound and movement must be quite
incapable of forming any conception of it. From those numberless valleys
that the night had transformed into chasms which no eye could fathom,
not a sound came forth. From those thousand summits lost in the distant
haze, not a murmur; from those elevated peaks often riven by the thunder
bolt, not an echo; in the serene and almost drowsy atmosphere, not a breath;
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in the air not a vibration. There was something of the infinite in the silence,
a sublime but appalling sensation. If one of us let fall a stone or uttered a
word, the noise made us start, and however little audible, the sound echoed
and re-echoed among the distant rocks, which seemed to moan for some
moments as if a corpse had spoken. Then all was plunged again into that
awful calm which thrilled us through and through. "The whole world slept:
from the plains up to the summits of the mountains, even to the infinite
kingdom of the stars, all slumbered except God."5

And, fascinated by this solitude, touched by the universal meditation
of nature, the soul united itself to this mute but eloquent prayer, to the sub
lime homage that creation, during the course of ages, had rendered at each
moment to the Creator.

I remained nearly two hours in the Paradise, of which I shall not give
a more ample description, because Count Russell has published several
articles as complete as they are interesting on this grotto, and I could only
copy them. Suffice it to say that, for this first night of inauguration - for no
one had as yet used this shelter, a fact of which I was very proud - the
Paradise behaved very well. The inside was perfectly dry, and although
there was no door, I did not for a moment suffer from the cold.

Towards 4 o'clock a.m., I made some punch. The stars grew paler. Already
dawn began to lighten the east. In less than five minutes I climbed the
remaining fifteen metres which separated me from the summit. At a
quarter past four, well wrapped up in a rug and comfortably stretched on
the top of the Vignemale (3 ,298m), I followed, without losing a single detail,
the slow and majestic approach of daylight upon earth. Every minute the
eastern horizon became more brilliant, and I could see the great "tide of
shade"6 ebb insensible towards the bottom of the valleys and gorges which
surrounded me on all sides.

Suddenly the horizon glowed with what looked like red blazes, similar
to the glare of a distant fire. It was the first touch of dawn gilding the entire
chain of the Pyrenees, which stretched before me all the way from the Medi
terranean to the Atlantic. Each moment becoming brighter, the light in
creased and took possession of space. All at once, a white light, not unlike
that of those fires that shepherds burn in the evening on the mountains,
broke forth from the mass of vapours which floated on the horizon. Dawn
had passed away and the orb of day appeared. It came forth from afar,
magnified by the morning haze. Soon, however, chasing away the vapours
which still dimmed his brilliancy, he shone forth with new-born majesty.

How shall I describe the marvellous effects which the rising sun offers to
the dazzled eyes of the spectator, when seen in all its splendour on the
snows of the Pyrenees? For, on the summit of the Vignemale, it is not a few
lofty, isolated peaks, or a few deep valleys, that meet the gaze of the
spectator. It is the entire mountain chain, with its gorges, its crests, now
rocky and now wooded. A whole volume would not suffice to describe in
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detail this splendid panorama. It would be idle to persist in attempting to
describe the horizon which the eye can reach from this culminating point
of the French Pyrenees.

My admiration and enthusiasm were centred on the great glacier of the
Vignemale, growing more and more purple with the dawning beams of
day. The rays of the rising sun playing on those fields of snow, and refracted
in their icy prisms, were like so many rainbows of strange and fantastic
hues. Whilst the sUn rose on the horizon, it tinged with a warm and lurid
glow, not only the glaciers, but the lofty rocky peaks, illuminating one by
one those proud summits which seemed to become animated and vivified.
With the sun all seemed to awake in this vast pile of snow and rocks, which,
despite centuries, contemplates in its eternal youth the flight of that time
whose efforts and rage it despises. The morning breeze blew softly and
murmured over the stones. A lark flew suddenly out of a hollow in a rock,
where it had evidently found shelter during the night, and hopped about in
the sun a few steps from me, whilst numerous rooks with their plaintive
and discordant caw, flew in circles along the steep crags of the pass of Gaube.
From each side of the Pyrenees gleamed to the south the torrid plains of
Spain, whilst those of France to the north vanished in a distant haze.

I remained a long time on the summit of the Vignemale, for it is always
hard to leave spots where one has spent so many happy moments, so many
fleeting hours, alas! contemplating the grandest and most magnificent
aspects of nature. But the sun was already far above the horizon, when, at
half-past eight, I saluted the venerable peak of the Vignemale, and bade it a
last farewell. I am still, whilst writing these lines, under the charm of the
strange and ineffaceable impression made by all the wonders which since
midnight passed before me like a beautiful dream.

Fortunately, if the most delicious dreams have their awakening, as the
happiest days have their morrow, memory remains to recall them to our
hearts and minds, sometimes to console and sometimes to sadden. Full of
this hope, I returned to the Col de Cerbillonas, whence I contemplated the
magnificent ensemble of peaks and glaciers amongst which I had enjoyed
such a free and happy existence for the last five days. I spent a full hour
warming myself in the sun, and in recovering the circulation of my limbs,
which were numbed after the four hours' halt on the summit of the peak.

At 9 o'clock I again started on the glacier, whose spotless snow, pure
from the thousand blemishes of the plain, dazzled in the burning rays of
the sun in the month of August. Again I passed over the crevasses from the
depths of which sounded dull and mysterious echoes caused by the inte
rior dislocation consequent on the fusion of ices. Then, following the seracs,
I reached a long descent of smooth snow, whence a rapid slide brought me
on to the moraine.

Soon I was again at the Bellevue Grottoes, where as usual I was received
with open arms by the friend I had left there, who inquired anxiously about
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all the details of my excursion. We conversed for a long time about all
those things, ever new, and then on the terrace before the grottoes we par
took of a parting repast together. It was a real banquet, during which we
solemnly promised, if it pleased Providence, to meet again the following
year at the Paradise. The cruel moment of separation came at last, for
Count Russell was also leaving the Vignemale, he taking the direction of
Cauterets, while I returned to Gavarnie. I took leave of the hospitable
master of the Vignemale, and, following the itinerary of the Vallee d 'Ossoue,
reached Gavarnie on the evening of a lovely summer's day.

... I say it without the least affectation, the more I know of the Pyrenees,
the more I learn to appreciate them; and, to end this account, I will ask
the friend whose name I have so often mentioned in these pages, and whose
memory I have so loved to dwell upon, to allow me to exclaim with him in
his Souvenirs d'un Montagnard: "Shall I ever again climb those mountains?
Oh, yes, I feel I shall. How could I resist doing so when I so love them? I
will go back to them. I will go and seat myself again in the twilight on the
bare and lonely summits where the pale northern light illuminates, and
dream in the bright radiance of life's spring, and refresh my heart in the
brilliancy and calm of the eternal dome, in the sanctuary of that Thabor of
snow, where, circled by space, by frost, and by death, one meditates with as
much love as sorrow on the happy hours, on the thrice blessed days, on the
tranquil years which will never return."

Baron Bertrand de Lassus
Montrejeau, November 1892
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